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Blowup is a series of events and exhibitions that explore contemporary questions
from multiple viewpoints. Blowup zooms in on ideas, bringing into focus clear pictures of how art, design, philosophy, and technology are transforming our lives
– or reinforcing the status quo.
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Introduction:
We Are All Crew
BY MICHELLE KASPRZAK

This e-Book, the fourth in the series of Blowup Readers released by V2_, explores the
intellectual legacy of Canadian communications and media guru Marshall McLuhan, in
the Centenary of his birth. This e-Book was released alongside a three day celebration
that included an art exhibition, film screening, and keynote lecture.

About V2_:
V2_, Institute for the Unstable Media, founded in 1981, is an interdisciplinary center for
art and media technology in Rotterdam (the Netherlands). V2_ conducts research at the
interface of art, technology and society. V2_ presents, produces, archives and publishes
about art made with new technologies and encourages the debate on these issues.
V2_ offers a platform where artists, scientists, developers of software and hardware,
researchers and theorists from various disciplines can share their findings. Art and culture play an essential role in the social embedding of and attitude towards technological developments, and V2_ creates a context in which technological issues are explored
through critical reflection and practice-oriented research.
About Blowup:
Blowup, launched in 2011, is a series of events and exhibitions that explore contemporary questions from multiple viewpoints. Blowup zooms in on ideas, bringing into focus
clear pictures of how art, design, philosophy, and technology are transforming our lives
– or reinforcing the status quo.
Each Blowup event will provide a deeper understanding of a theme relevant to this
moment in time. Some events will ask you to be hands-on, and some will involve just
listening or looking. No two events will be the same: Blowup events mix artists and
theoreticians; mix formats; challenge assumptions; and take risks. Investigating topics
ranging from art for animals to speculative designs for future objects, each Blowup will
surprise and inform.
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Alongside each event, a Blowup Reader exploring the theme with texts from a wide
range of sources will be released in e-Book format. Blowup is curated by Michelle
Kasprzak.

Blowup: We Are All Crew
To acknowledge the 100th anniversary of Marshall McLuhan’s birth, this edition
of Blowup will present the Strategic Art Initiative 2.0 exhibition of re-created early
telematic artworks; the worldwide premiere of Them F*ckin’ Robots, a documentary
on the work and influence of electronic art pioneer Norman White; a keynote lecture
by Dutch thinker and author Arjen Mulder, examining the things we love and love to
hate about McLuhan; and a closing party for the exhibition featuring a custom cocktail by Alex Falk.
The events occurred on November 3 - 5, 2011 and were streamed live. Archived footage of the event will be made available at http://live.v2.nl
Artists in the Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0 exhibition:
Doug Back, Laura Kikauka & Carl Hamfelt, David Rokeby, Graham Smith,
Norman T. White, Derrick de Kerckhove
Directors of Them F*ckin’ Robots:
Ine Poppe, Sam Nemeth
Speakers:
Arjen Mulder, Derrick de Kerckhove
Notes from the Curator:
‘There are no passengers on Spaceship Earth. We are all crew.’
— Marshall McLuhan
This e-Book is comprised of numerous pieces of archival text and newly commissioned texts which reflect the nature of our Blowup event which was held November
3-5, including contributions from Wired Magazine (which famously proclaimed
Marshall McLuhan to be its ‘patron saint’), the V2_ archive, and many other sources.
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The first section of this e-Book deals with the Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0 exhibition,
an ambitious re-creation of the original telematic art exhibition that linked Toronto
to France and Italy twenty-five years previous. We have an introduction from Laura
Berazadi, the new Executive Director at our exhibition partner Interaccess in Toronto;
the programme notes of the original Strategic Arts Initiative exhibition; and a new
text by Derrick de Kerckhove reflecting on the exhibition then and now. Thanks to
both Laura and Derrick for their insights in these texts.
At this point I should also mention two very special partners in this celebration of
McLuhan. McLuhan in Europe 2011, supporter of this Blowup event, is a project
which was initiated by Stephen Kovats, former Artistic Director of the transmediale
festival in Berlin (and before that, a Curator at V2_!). Stephen approached me to
work alongside him to deliver an ambitious cultural network that would cultivate
and celebrate McLuhan-related events across Europe in this year marking the 100th
anniversary of McLuhan’s birth. We exploited the significant momentum and interest that was already there, and developed projects of our own, resulting in producing
and highlighting over 40 events in dozens of cities across Europe this year. We had
a major series of McLuhan events in Berlin with the Canadian Embassy, transmediale, and other partners earlier this year, and it is immensely rewarding for me to
bring this project to my home base as the Centenary nears its close, and present this
homage to McLuhan at V2_. Stephen has provided a text explaining a bit about the
particular context that McLuhan has in Europe and the McLuhan in Europe project.
As well at this point I’d like to acknowledge the role that the McLuhan 100 has
played, especially as a supporter of the Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0 exhibition. Sincere
thanks to Dominique Scheffel-Dunand and her collaborators for tirelessly working to
produce and promote Canadian events for the Centenary and supporting us working
in Europe on Centenary-related activities as well.
The other texts in this e-Book relate to other parts of this dynamic Blowup programme, including an English translation of a text by writer and film director Ine
Poppe on Norman White, who is the subject Poppe’s documentary Them F*ckin’
Robots. Also we have a very relevant excerpt from Arjen Mulder’s book, From Image
to Interaction, which not only references McLuhan, but has relevance when looking
at the telematic artworks in the Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0 exhibition as well.
Last but definitely not least, I am delighted to include in this reader a text from the
V2_ archive by Mark Dery, which mentions McLuhan as well, and through the exposition of the relationship between man and machine, provides a new lens for consider-
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ing the art that V2_ promotes and produces in collaboration with artists. Marshall
McLuhan is also represented well by two texts, originally published in Wired Magazine and written by Gary Wolf.
Please enjoy and spread the word about this reader and the archived footage of
the public presentations that were part of this programme, at www.v2.nl. The next
Blowup event will be a special edition produced jointly with V2_’s renowned Test_
Lab programme. On December 1, Test_Lab will present Who Wants To Be?, a raucous
game show wherein visitors to V2_ will collectively decide how to spend a pool of
their own money; and on the following evening, December 2, Blowup will present
Show Me The Money, a discussion of the results of the previous night’s game show,
as well as tackling what we might mean by the ‘cultural economy’. It promises to be
two action packed and intellectually stimulating evenings here at V2_, and we look
forward to welcoming you in December.
Michelle Kasprzak
Curator, V2_ Institute for the Unstable Media
Project Director, McLuhan in Europe 2011
Rotterdam, 03/11/2011
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Introduction to the Strategic Arts
Initiative 2.0 Exhibition
BY LAURA BERAZADI

InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre is pleased to present Strategic Arts Initiative
2.0, a remounting of a 1986 exhibition with Doug Back, Carl Hamfelt, Laura Kikauka,
David Rokeby, Graham Smith, and Norman White. This exhibition is a collaboration with
V2_Institute for the Unstable Media, Rotterdam, and is presented in conjunction with
McLuhan 100 and McLuhan in Europe 2011.
This event marks the 25th anniversary of the initial exhibition and coincides with the
100th anniversary of the birth of Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan, whose
writings informed much of the work in the original SAI exhibition. While telepresence
has become ever-present in the generation since the original exhibition, many of the
works in SAI 2.0 display ideas that still appear far-reaching. Rather than just communicating visually across great distances, the works in this exhibition insist on even
more intimate forms of telepresence such as communicating through touch, feats of
strength, and actual physical presence across networks.
Having evolved from the erratic mode of communication that it was in the late-1980s,
telepresence technology is now unquestionably part of our lives. The videophone, once
a thing of fantasy, is now a part of our reality with many people using Skype on a daily
basis. Communication technologies put us in touch with the world, but most of us are
not yet aware of how new technologies are also transforming relationships. One of the
roles of the artist in this context is to reveal these shifts.
As both an historic retrospective and a forward-looking update, Strategic Arts Initiative
2.0 is crucial to InterAccess’ mandate to expand the cultural space of technology.
The works in the exhibition perfectly capture our goal to provide ‘a public forum for
the development and discussion of artistic practices involving interactivity, networked
and remote connection, and the interface of the physical and the virtual.’ Twenty-five
years on, the updated works in SAI 2.0 still test the fragility of the networks that link us
together and demonstrate possibilities that remain just out of reach. In this sense, SAI
2.0 represents both a technological and cultural challenge for telepresence, interactivity,
and other emergent forms of communication over vast networks. Doug Back, Carl Ham-
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felt, Laura Kikauka, David Rokeby, Graham Smith, and Norman White are showing us
a way forward; it is up to us to figure out what to do with it.
We would like to thank our exhibiting partners, V2_ Institute for the Unstable Media,
McLuhan100, and McLuhan in Europe 2011. We are grateful to the artists for their
work on this project and their contributions to new media in Canada, without which
InterAccess would not exist.
Finally, a special thank you to Derrick de Kerckhove, curator of the original SAI, our
project managers, April Steele and Joanna Sheridan, and to Graham Smith, whose
incredible dedication and hard work made SAI 2.0 a reality.

Black

CMYK

Pantone
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Texts from the original
Strategic Arts Initiative
catalogue
BY DERRICK DE KERCKHOVE AND THE PARTICIPATING ARTISTS

(below is copy from the original Strategic Arts Initiative Catalogue)

STRATEGIC ARTS INITIATIVE
Doug Back, Carl Hamfelt, Laura Kikauka, Arlene Levin, Monika Merinat, David Rokeby,
Christiane Scher, Peter Sepp, Graham Smith, Norman White
Toronto-Salerno, Italy
May 28 & 29, 1986
11am-4pm

Toronto-Paris, France
June 3&4, 1986
12pm - 2:30pm

STRATEGIC ARTS INITIATIVE
(Program Notes)
The Strategic Arts Initiative (SAI) is a Canadian answer to the U.S. Strategic Defense
Initiative. Its purpose is to show the relevance of the arts in the world’s communication
ecology. Communications technologies are putting us in touch with the whole planet,
but most of us are not aware of how this situation can change our sensibility. We are all
trapped in an invisible mesh of electronic talk. We still use communications to trans-
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port information. We have not yet understood that the new technologies are also
transforming relationships. One of the roles of the artist in this context is to reveal
these relationships.
The inspiration for SAI came from the late Marshall McLuhan whose work and particularly his theme of the ‘global village’, prompted a few artists in Europe and the US
to explore the esthetic possibilities implicit in ordinary media such as the telephone,
radio, TV, video and telematics. After E.A.T. (Experiments in Art and Technology, at
the New York Museum of Modern Art. 1968) The idea seems to have abated in the
U.S. during the seventies. A new impetus to create an international movement came
from the initiative of Mario Costa in Italy, Fred Forest in France and Horacio Zabala in
Argentina. Together they issued the first ‘Manifeste pour une esthétique de la communication’ at Mercato San Severino, Oct 29th 1983. Since that time there have been
several international colloquia to bring together artists and theoreticians to give
shape and meaning to the activities.
The present occasion is Art Media II, an international colloquium on Communication
and Arts, to be held in Salerno (Italy), May 27-30) under the direction of Mario Cost,
professor and art critic at the University of Salerno. The theme is Art and Planetary
Communication. This event includes a participation from the Future Theatre of Expo
86 in Vancouver which is dedicated to the theme of ‘Communications and Transportation’. The first colloquium in this series, art Media I, on Arts et communications
occurred in Paris (La Sorbonne, October 1985) under the direction of Robert Allezaud.
A third one, Art Media III, should take place in Toronto in October 1987, under the
direction of Derrick de Kerckhove. Other colloquia on related themes involving artist,
media and art critics, academia and the general public have been held in Toronto
(Computer/Culture 1979-81), Villeneuve-lez-Avigon (Informatique/Culture, 1983), |}
Tel Aviv (Artcom, October, 1984), Paris (Electra, December, 1984), Salerno (Artmedia,
May 1985) and gain Paris (Recontres et Performances sur l’esthetique de la communication, Beaux-Arts, January, 1986).
So Far, the Canadian participation in these events and in the ongoing international
investigation into the relevance of the arts to communications has been very good
and well recognized. Thanks to the efforts of such artists as Norman White (Hearsay
project 1985), Robert Adrain X (I.P. Sharp network - since 1977), Lisa Sellyeh (pARTiciFAX, October 1984), Bill Bartlett (i>P. Sharp and slow-scan TV), Glenn Howarth (Telidon Show, 1983 Sao Paolo Biennale), Herve Ficher (Marcro Polo project 1984-85), and
the ongoing support of theorists and administratots such as Richard Hill Photo/
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Electric Arts Foundation), Tom Sherman (Media Arts, Canada Council), Derek Dowden
(Cultural Software, Semiotica/Simulacra, April 1984) and Derrick de Kerkhove,
(McLuhan Program Seminars on Communication in Art), the Canadian profile is high
and has been dubbed as ‘the light from the North’. Canada has acquired an international reputation for expertise in communications and it is once again demonstrated
by the thematic choice of Expo 1986.
There are no hard fast rules about how to fit in the SAI ideology. The artists are
joined by a common interest in communication media and their artistic possibilities.
All the work so far is based on performances. Though all involve technological installations, some performances are punctual, such as the work of Hamfelt/Kikauka,
Rokeby, Smith and Back/White: while others are on-going processes inviting a random audience participation over a period of time (Merinat/Scher and A-line).
Whether punctual or on-going, almost all these performances require the involvement of an anonymous audience. This is very important as the works are open and
interactive in nature. The intent is to create relationships and these relationships
are available to anyone who cares to enter them. Another important feature is that
all performances involve action-at-a distance rather than localized events. This is
the ‘planetary’ dimension of the new artform.
At a deeper level, these performances do not generally stress content and information but effects and sensibility change. The audience is their content. This is the
main source of their esthetic value. Other than sensations, feelings and emotions,
these communication artist are not very concerned about communicating anything
in particular.
Two of the performances stress auditory and tactile sensations across vast distances. To feel a physical pressure through the telephone lines in Back/White Telephonic
Arm Wrestling performance is a novel and unsettling sensation which underscores
the real proximity and intimacy the telephone has given us since it began. There is
an immediate sensuality to David Rokeby’s body of communication by sound which
can be felt almost intimately at 6000 Kms distance.
Merinat/Scher and A-Line’s performances complement each other. Both elicit random responses from an anonymous audience, but the first is purposely ‘artistic’ and
assumedly ‘high-brow’, while the other is spontaneous. The first uses radio, a broadcast system, while the other uses the telephone, a person-to-person communication
system. Both performances give voices to indeterminate numbers of people who are
given a chance to communicate in ways unknown before.
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Smith’s performance highlights the fact that we are now extending our eyes and our
minds technically across huge distances. Smith’s work is a new kind of closed-circuit
TV, a way of making television’s power, a personal power, not only because it gives
us a real-time personal vision on a distant object, but also because we can guide our
‘eye in space’, just as surely as Space remote control systems.
There is more than a touch of humor in most, if not all of the performances, and this
humor is stressed in Hamfelt/Kikauka in their attempt to parody the poor man’s
communication system., with the sophisticated means of present-day technology.
The humor reacts against the deadlock of technology and introduces play where
work only has been considered by the technocrats.
If communication has a future, it better be fun. Technology is not sacred. It’s merely
functional. The whole world is under its gun. When we are through with the
Telephonic Armwrestling performance, we plan to send the device to Ronald Regan
and Mikhail Gorbachev. It might save us from the red telephone.

The Artists and their Performances
There should be seven performances (including one broadcast from the Canadian
artist and one exhibit of Canadian videoart in Salerno and in Paris. There are four
lecture, workshop and seminar sessions to be combined over the four days of the
colloquium in Salerno, as well as two days in Paris. However, the nature of these
long-distance artistic activities is to provide artistic emotions and experiences to
potential art consumers in the random media audience at large. The art gallery of
the future may be the airways.
2 pipes 2 Sticks 2 Cities
By C. Hamfelt and L. Kikauka
Carl Hamfelt is an instructor at the Photo/electric Arts Foundation at the Onatrio
College of Art as well as a programmer for ArtNet at Cultural Software, a communication system for artists. Laura Kikauka is an electronic installation artist who
has exhibited her work at A-Space and at ARC in Toronto, as well as at Artspace in
Peterborough, Ontario.
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Their work is a pun which brings together the most
primitive system of communications, tapping on the
plumbing network, with today’s powerful combination
of telephone plus computers. It is also a parody
of communication as a plumbing system. ‘Strangers
tap the night away on a trans-Atlantic plumbing
adventure’.

Histoire sans Parole
By M. Merinat and Ch. Scher
Monika Merinat and Christiane Scher mare professional broadcasters from CJBC
(Radio-Canada) who consider radio an artform to promote its esthetic potential.
By broadcasting a five minute sequence of non-verbal sound effects to invite responses from the listening audience, Meriat and Scher have devised a means to
generate radom literary activities in the public at large. People in Canada, Italy and
France have been invited to telephone to broadcast stations or to send one-page
scripted narratives attempting to give an interpretation to the sequence. The most
representative narratives from each country are to be featured at the colloquium
and broadcast on radio and/or TV.
Histoire sans Parole has been featured on CBC’s popular radio program ‘Morningside’ and received over 200 responses in a few days. This artform is more than a
radio quiz as it gives a truly creative dimension to a random playful act. In itself,
the soundtrack has a haunting quality which has moved many commentators. The
experiment is meant to show the kind of power of suggestion the soundtrack has on
the imagination of different people from different cultures’ (M. Merinat).
Oral Graffiti
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A-Line is a telephone performance artist from Toronto who, under this pseudonym, hopes to avoid the
potential publicity her very successful Hotline telephone answering machine experiment could bring her.
Since 1980, people have been hearing about a number
where one could leave a message, any message as
long as it was less than a minute long. Though it has
never been advertised, this system is utilized by an
average of 300 people a day. Just for the sake of talking, many people call and leave a message. Some call
several times.
In Italy and France, to save time, the Hotline number will have been advertised. The
idea is to generate random responses and invite people to leave messages which
are to be gathered and presented at the vent. These messages are often highly
emotional and share some qualities with the kind of anonymous expressions on
one’s concerns one can find on public washroom walls. They are ‘oral graffiti’ which,
together, can give an idea of the ‘state of mind’ of a culture at any given moment.
‘The world’s most common and easily accessible performance space is the telephone. Every day in the name of communication we play the actor and the audience,
the creator and the critic’ (A-Line).
Body Language
By D. Rokeby
Toronto composer David Rokeby also combines interests in electronic music composition and computer interactions with graphic art.
His electronic installation will link up the Roberson centre for the Arts and Sciences
in Binghamton, New York with Salerno, and later, the National Museum of Science
and Technology in Ottawa with the Canadian Cultural Centre in Paris to create a musical interpretation of signals emanating from body movements. These installations
use computers and video cameras to analyze motion, and translate their perceptions into sound by controlling a synthesizer. Each installation will relay, through
telephone lines, the significant aspects of the movements taking place within their
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space, and receive similar information from the other installation. Movements
unique to one city’s installation will be characterized by sounds identifiable with that
installation. This will enable participants at both locations to produce collaborative
sound sequences in real time. Cooperation will register audibly. Similar movements
in both locations will produce more interesting
and provocative sounds.
There is the magic of childhood and wonder
of distant communication in this performance
which gives one a tangible feeling of ‘touching
the other side of the planet’ with the electronic
extension of one’s own bodily presence.
Displaced Perspectives
By G. Smith
Photography artist Graham Smith was born in Vancouver but he works in Toronto.
His work in progress includes a Kinetic Time Machine which will photographically
record environments over extended periods of time. The art I create is shaped by
the environment in which I live. I see technology not as a tool but as a palette: video,
robotics and kinetics are simply different colors ready to be mixed into a new work’.
Displaced Perspectives allows viewers to explore distant environments through the
video eyes of a remotely controlled robot. It is a teleguidance system which will allow
participants in Salerno or Paris to explore a site in Toronto by directing a small video
camera mounted on a remotely-controlled robot, which transmits real-time digitized
images via the Macintosh computer ‘MacVision’ system.
‘This ability to see, and control a machine,
across the Atlantic is the most visible part of
the piece, yet conceptually it is only a surface
element. The true power of the piece lies in it’s
definition of communication as an interactive
explorative process which results in the construction of a 3-dimensional mental model.
The robot uses the same scanning process
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people use when entering any new space; they look all over and build up a 3-dimensional model from many different perspectives. It is this definition of communication: many small pieces making up something greater than the whole, which lies at
the heart of this piece’ G. Smith).
Telephonic Arm-Wrestling
By N. White and D. Back
American born Norman White and Canadian Doug back are Toronto communication
artists who specialize in robotics and computer designing for artistic purposes. Both
teach at the Ontario College of Art.
Based on an idea by Doug Back, the Telephonic Armwrestling device will enable
participants located in Salerno or Paris to arm-wrestle with participants in Toronto
using motorized mechanisms which transmit and receive kinaesthetic information
via telephone modem signals. The concept has been engineered by Norman White.
‘We wanted to send a tactile sensation over the phone’ (D. back).
‘I concentrated my attention on public building works which mimic simple organic systems.
My ‘perception machine’, Facing Out Laying Low
(1978-86) gleans information about its environment using a variety of sensors, and responds to
perceived patterns of change with appropriate
movements and sounds’ (N. White).
Planetary Arts Video 1
Strategic Arts Initiative is also presenting a videotape from as series complied by
theorist and artist Peter Sepp. The series is a sample of video documentation by
Canadian artists involved in communication art including Michael Bidner, C.A.T.
gallery (Collective Art and Technology), Robert Adrian X, Hank Bull and other.
Derrick de Kerckhove is the Co-Director of the McLuhan Program in Culture and
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Technology at the University of Toronto. His work on the
culture and psychology of the nuclear bomb has attracted
some attention. He has coined the designation ‘Strategic
Arts Initiative’ and he will read a paper on ‘The role of art in
fostering a planetary consciousness’.
‘To help promote a civilized planetary consciousness via
media, communication arts are more fun, less dangerous
and ultimately more effective than the bomb or terrorism’.
Organization and Sponsors
Derrick de Kerckhove is the general curator and the head
of the Canadian delegation. Shella Hill, Director of The
Photo/Electric Arts Foundation, has been designated as
the general coordinator for the Canadian delegation. Derek
Dowden is the Director of Cultural Software in Toronto, the
curator of Displaced perspectives, and is in charge of the
Toronto-Paris and Toronto-Salerno connections with the
assistance of Ian McGugan. Carl Hamfelt is responsible for
the Toronto base at ARC with the assistance of Michael
Edmunds (Director of the media centre at the University of
Toronto).
The principal host sponsor is the University of Salerno
and the Township of Salerno. The University of Salerno
has agreed to provide local accommodation and partial
equipment support for the Canadian participants. The
host sponsor in Paris is the Canadian Cultural Centre. The
host sponsor in Toronto is The Artculture Resource Centre (ARC). For David Rokeby’s performance in Salerno and
Paris, we gratefully acknowledge the support of the Roberson Centre for the Arts and Sciences (Binghamton, New York) and the national Museum of Science and Technology in Ottawa. Other sources of revenue have provided
airfares and special equipment requirements. Among the contributing sponsors are
the Ontario Delegation in Paris, as well as several organizations based in Canada,
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the Ministry of external affairs, the Department of Communications, the Ministry
of Culture and Citizenship of Ontario, the Canada Council, The Canadian Pavilion at
Expo 86, CBC-radio Canada, Teleglobe Canada (pending), Apple Canada, Artculture
Resource Centre, the Media centre, university of Toronto, and the Photo Electric Arts
Foundation in conjunction with the McLuhan Program, University of Toronto.
Program notes by:
Derrick de Kerckhove
Curator/Co-Director
McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology
Catalogue by Millie Chen
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Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0
BY DERRICK DE KERCKHOVE

Twenty-five years later, it feels both like yesterday and something so very distant in
the past. However, I can still see us (David Rokeby, Graham Smith, Carl Hamfelt, and I)
looking in dismay at the single telephone line dropping through the huge second floor
window of the Palazzo di Citta in Salerno. The miserable thing was hooked straight
from a city line passing by. Needless to say it wasn’t reliable for any of the five performances that required it, and those were to be international connections on voice and
modem links. Because of the weakness of that line (and for other reasons) the pieces
didn’t work very well, but that didn’t seem to matter a whole lot. The metaphorical
levels were so strong and evident that nobody cared whether the arm-rod of Transatlantic Arm Wrestling stayed limp most of the time when it wasn’t jerking up suddenly
for no apparent reason. As Graham points out in the catalogue of the 1986 edition, ‘this
ability to see, and control a machine, across the Atlantic is the most visible part of the
piece, yet conceptually it is only a surface element. The true power of the piece lies in its
definition of communication as an interactive explorative process which results in the
construction of a three-dimensional mental model.’ That was certainly one of the most
exciting aims of the first SAI, to create new mental models, new perceptions about what
kind of world we were getting into.
The point then was not what the pieces would demonstrate, but what they were saying about the effects and potential human impact of what we saw as the rapid expansion of communication devices and practices. At the McLuhan Program in Culture and
Technology at the University of Toronto, where Graham became Director of the Virtual
Reality Access Program, I ran weekly seminars with a team of artist-engineers such as
those who are featured in the re-edition of SAI. The idea was to test our hypotheses in
performance and push the envelope as far as we could.
It turns out that each piece contained much predictive value. Telepresence is now a fact
of life via Skype and other real-time video media. Our body language is expressed with
Wii and other airborne interfaces, as seen in Very Nervous System. Our present time is
one of ambient magic. Ordinary people are now acquiring powers that would be associated with wizardry in the later Middle Ages. And they might even be persecuted for it!
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Little wonder Harry Potter enjoyed such a worldwide success - people are fascinated
by the imagination of new powers.
SAI 2.0 is a remake, not a replay; it puts the dots on the technological ‘i’. Our challenge is also to think about the next twenty- five years. What I foresee from the
weak signals of the future already present in the technological, the artistic – and
even the commercial – scenes is that technology and sensibility are converging on
the conditions of total surround, and instant physical as well as direct mind-machine
communications. The Internet is rife with offers of inexpensive mind-reading headsets that are beginning to allow people to simply think something up and have it
executed on a screen or in another display technology. ‘I wanted to send a tactile
sensation over the phone,’ wrote Doug Back for the previous catalogue. We will probably witness the rise and spread of transintimacy technologies, by which I do not
intend necessarily new experiences of promiscuity, but new sensations of proximity
in a variety of different contexts. Soon enough we will be able to ‘feel’ the world. And
how about reading and dictating in braille over the iPad? Another area foreseen in
Displaced Perspectives will be that of displaced subjectivities. Artists (for example,
Eric Joris) as well as scientists are already working on prototypes that allow one to
experience someone else’s subjectivity as one’s own.
What can be accomplished immediately by SAI 2.0 is recognition of the ground of
this developing culture, the figures will come later.
Derrick de Kerckhove, 2011
Derrick de Kerckhove is the former Director of the McLuhan Program in Culture and Technology from
1983 to 2008. He was the curator of Strategic Arts Initiative (1986) and is a contributor to Strategic
Arts Initiative 2.0 (2011).
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Strategic Arts Initiative 2.0,
information on the works
November 3-5, 2011
A co-presentation by InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre and V2_ Institute for the Unstable Media,
Rotterdam, in conjunction with McLuhan100 and McLuhan in Europe 2011.

De-Coupled
Doug Back
2011
Participants clip a heart rate detector onto their finger. While the participant’s heart is being monitored,
their pulse is sent over the Internet to a circuit in the
remote location. The pulse controls a small water
pump in the remote location and produces a ‘sploosh’
of water.

Knock Knock
Carl Hamfelt and Laura Kikauka
2011
A parody of communication as a plumbing system.
Strangers tap the night away on a trans-Atlantic
plumbing adventure.
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International Feel
David Rokeby
2011
Two identical systems are
linked via the Internet. Each
system monitors their local
space using a Kinect sensor
and sends a spatial representation of participants in the
space to the remote location.
This representation is virtually projected into space as a
structure of interactive sound
possibilities. When participants in one location come into contact with the virtual
body of participants in the remote space, they hear the sounds of that interaction.

Displaced Perspectives 2.0
Graham Smith
1986 & 2011
Displaced Perspectives
2.0 allows viewers to explore distant environments
through the video eyes of a
remotely controlled robot. The
robot uses the same scanning process people use. It is
the definition of networked
communication: many small
pieces making up something
greater than the whole.
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Telephonic Arm-Wrestling
Norman White
1986 & 2011
Telephonic Arm-Wrestling
is a device that enables
participants on different
continents to arm-wrestle
with each other via motorized mechanisms that
transmit and receive kinesthetic information.
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McLuhan in Europe 2011
BY STEPHEN KOVATS

McLuhan in Europe: Do you like TV?
In 1967 a member of a live CBC broadcast audience asked Marshall McLuhan if he liked
TV, to which the media guru of the day nonchalantly replied ‘Ah, yes, why shouldn’t I.
Any reason why not?‘. McLuhan went on to describe the emotional rigor and physical
participation television extracts of its audience calling TV a ‘cool medium’. In the era of
the Vietnam war, ‘a hot shooting war’ he notes that a ‘cool medium such as TV involves
the audience so deeply they find the war unbearable. Show the same war on press photography etc. and people won’t feel so badly about it. On TV they feel really involved.’

Revisiting this exchange in the era of cultural convergence that social media and digital culture creates globally we may ask today which medium has gained the emotional
and reactive foreground of our participation as an audience? McLuhan anticipated the
media itself as becoming participatory and interactive, where the individual becomes
broadcaster, however such a form of interaction in his time was limited to the controlled scenarios created within studios. Such mechanisms of control, that then had
such force and impact vis-à-vis an audience, continued to be channels of power effected by states and other ‘empires’ right up until the moment that same audience took
the tools of contemporary media into their own hands. The relevance of TV as both a
manifestation of cultural identity as well as a beacon of power has severely diminished
if not altogether disappeared as ever broader swaths of the media consuming populace gained access to the internet and the means of IP distribution. TV, as a symbol of
power, perhaps had its last gasp as McLuhan’s ‘cool medium’ in December 1989 as the
revolutionaries toppling Romanian dictator Nicolae Ceaucescu took possession of the
State TV to confirm the end of tyranny and proclaim a new future of freedom for their
country. Here, a ‘hot’ event converged with a ‘cool’ medium in a penultimate act of social
and political power.
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When considering McLuhan in 2011, the year of the centennial of his birth in 1911
and subsequent Western Canada upbringing (at the time a relatively hermetically
sealed and isolated region internationally – a quality in its presumed ‘cultural backwardness’ as McLuhan would allude to in his COUNTERBLAST manifesto from 1954),
the question of the reception of McLuhan’s work beyond North America is raised.
Where the cultural iconography and context McLuhan attached to TV were intrinsically North American, the instrumentalisation of power attributed to the medium
were to be found elsewhere, as in the case with Romania 1989.

The McLuhan in Europe 2011 initiative is aimed at examining McLuhan’s influential
body of work in the context of art and cultural development in Europe. Much of his
paradigm-setting work on media and broadcast culture was penned during the Cold
War, a period of deep political uncertainty in which the emergent and rising role of
telecommunications were an infallible and indispensable part of the political machinery, particularly in the Eastern Bloc. From the early Fifties McLuhan started to
postulate the meeting of Eastern and Western realities induced by the then evolving
new media environments; he pointed out both potentialities and limits of the sudden cultural clash, at the same time enlightening on the role played by new forms of
communications in the making of new social forms. Yet few of McLuhan’s texts and
publications were translated in Eastern and Central Europe, and if so, they became
part of the cultural underground. Much of this development and reception of TV and
new means of electronic communication forms an under-explored territory of the
Cold War context of McLuhan’s work, especially as to how McLuhan was received by
Eastern European scholars of the time and of today. The McLuhan in Europe project
aims to create new dialogue within the continued growing together of Europe, articulating the notion of trans-European communication in the age of digital universality. By invoking McLuhan’s work in this particularly European context, new readings
of both McLuhan as well as Europe’s own history emerge.

As such, with new projects examining McLuhan from multiple angles coming Eastern and Central Europe the initiative has also established itself as a point of departure on how the post Cold War cultures of Europe, within themselves and in relation
to North America have sculpted their identities based on the influence of TV and
telecommunications culture. Do we perceive different codes that inform us about
who we are in fundamentally different ways between former East and former West?
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How are these codes changing in a post-TV world, when the meaning of media shifts
from ‘media as carrier’ to ‘platform as social space’?

And at a time when people are asking one another whether they ‘like’ Facebook,
perhaps McLuhan’s ‘cool’ media as a gauge of society’s interaction with their means
of communication have now been eclipsed by something which is therefore truly
‘ice cold’ – the platforms of social media that have broken all political and cultural
boundaries, and have pushed a frenzied interpersonal activity encompassing all
areas of daily life. Perhaps this is the penultimate of McLuhan’s visions, and the creation of another entirely unique form of cultural icon – one that may finally put the
old cultural codes still dividing much of East and West irrevocably behind us.
Stephen Kovats
Berlin, November 01, 2011
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The Normill
BY INE POPPE

The summer of 2006 we visited, together with a Dutch camera crew, robotic and machine artist Norman
White. I wrote an article about White for the Dutch Paper NRC-Handelsblad, published on 1 October
2006. This is the English translation, with thanks to Sam Nemeth & Norm White.
— Ine Poppe

The Normill is an old watermill in Durham (Ontario, Canada), a village 80 miles Northwest of Toronto. The big concrete and brick building next to a stunningly beautiful pond,
was bought years ago by artist Norman T White (San Antonio, Texas, 1938). The mill
smells like old flour, animal carcasses and bat shit and harbours the soul of Norman
White. His personal history is visible in the old photos – once owned by his grandmother – of the children of the mythical Dutch fishing village island Marken. The building
is littered with material his work is made of: machine parts, a bunch of old computers
and the proverbial ‘pile of junk’. The raw architecture of the construction seems hardly
altered in the years White lived in it. He sleeps over the gas stove in the kitchen in a
small attic. The reason why he lodges here lies in the cold winters, when snow piles up
and the temperature drops below zero. The building is spacious: it has a clean working spot; a big storage space, a cellar, (actually a steel workshop); a room full of closets
and drawers stacked with electronics; and enough room for a large bat colony that lives
in the cracks of the impressive walls. You can walk around for hours investigating the
archives, the boxes with machine parts and printed circuit boards, wired art pieces in
themselves. In the corner of the cellar a big raft made of plastic bottles leans against
the wall.
Norman White, almost seventy years, looks young: more a boy then a man. His friends
say that his looks never changed, he is the same as thirty years ago. White is a myth in
and outside of Canada. He is one of the godfathers of electronic-, machine- and robotic
art and taught for more then twenty five years at the Ontario College of Art and Design
in Toronto. His offspring are well known in the electronic art world: Doug Back, Peter
Flemming, Jeff Mann, Graham Smith and David Rokeby are his former students. And
they all visit his annual parties at the Normill, to celebrate their friendship with fires,
swimming, music and art. Regularly artists from all over the world join and camp at the
mill.
White and his friends organised robot fights, machine wrestling: ‘Rawbotics & Sumo
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robots’ long before it became fashionable. He won several international awards
and his art is shown all over the world. On his website there are descriptions of his
works. It starts with the motto: ‘We fix toasters!’ The explanation: ‘we don’t really
fix toasters, although I’d be proud if I could. Almost nobody fixes toasters. This is
because a modern toaster is nearly impossible to fix, held together with little bendy
tabs that break off if you bend them more than twice. The toaster manufacturer
naturally expects that you do the Right Thing – toss that dysfunctional item in the
dump and buy a new one! All in all, the working toaster is a perfect symbol for modern utility in general… glamorous and efficient! Nevertheless, staring at this glamorous efficient high-resolution computer screen for hours at a time, you and I are both
wrecking our eyes, not to mention our social lives. But, hey, I don’t mind… do you?’
At the Normill, White designs and constructs appliances which, unlike toasters, are
clearly pointless and useless, according to his own motto. A few years ago, White
gave a lecture in Amsterdam (still visible online, see below). Supported by visual
evidence White talked about the clumsiness of machines: ‘we try to imitate life with
raw materials; artists make flesh out of clay, fruit out of canvas. Why should I make
an artificial creature? Not to improve nature.’
A work still in development, typical for White who works for years on projects trying
out different versions of an idea, is The Helpless Robot. The work is never finished.
White says he presents phases of his research. The Helpless Robot looks a bit like
a ship. An earlier machine, Facing out Lying Low (1977), that reacts to the audience,
makes noises like the R2D2 robot in Star Wars. The Helpless Robot is made of steel,
wood and has handles to move him. There is no motor in the construction, but it
has sensors and a synthetic voice that asks you to touch and move it about. Based
on the movements that it remembers, it tries to predict human behaviour. White
sees this as an exercise in modeling an artificial personality. The robot says things
like: ‘I appreciate your help but you are turning me too far, I said: go to the right! Go
back I said, ‘you can turn me now to the left.’’ The personality does not instruct the
audience at random, but goes through different phases, from friendliness to grumpiness. If you leave the robot alone long enough, it mumbles that nobody visits a
gallery anymore nowadays. It becomes depressed when it is left alone, not touched
anymore and if you work enthusiastically with it, it takes you for granted, and loses
interest.
White explains: ‘I fall asleep looking at video. I need smell, taste, something tactile:
typical elements for a 3 dimensional system that can break down. That interests
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me: things that can break down.’ For White’s work breaking down is not typical, he is
proud that one of the first art pieces he made for the Canadian Broadcasting Company in Vancouver (1975), existing of hundreds of lamps, still works after more than
thirty years. The bulbs in a large (8 ft.x 40 ft.) mural simulate raindrops falling randomly on the surface of a quiet pond. Of course machine parts break down, during
transport, for instance. When we were visiting, White was repairing the brain of The
Helpless Robot for an exhibition in Europe.
White has a modest personality, speaks slowly and laughs a lot. ‘Of great influence
was the Comedia dell Arte show I saw years ago in San Francisco. If a plane flew by,
or a woman pushing a baby carriage came along, it was used in the performance: it
became part of the show. That is fantastic because you never know what will happen. You see this sort of sensibility also with some Dutch artists like Willem de Ridder and Theo Janssen, the sensibility to integrate. I use electronics not to maintain
control but to lose control. An example: a former student of mine who worked without deep knowledge of motors, invented a fascinating chaotic system by accidentally
omitting certain essential components called capacitors. In so doing, he created
something impossible to design otherwise and that surprised engineers.’
White taught himself electronics in the sixties: ‘In the 25 years that I taught I made
clear to my students that I didn’t want artists to hire engineers to do the electronic
work for them but to get involved themselves. It sounds maybe threatening or too
complicated. My Dutch mother had an expression: ‘To get to candy I, and you, must
first eat through a mountain of rice – je door een berg rijstebrij heen eten –, that was
electronics for me, it became candy: I got interested, involved and started to study
magazines and built all sorts of stuff. Over the years I found that electronics is more
about patterns than about mathematics.’
White has traveled a lot in his life. He got his BA in biology at Harvard University
in 1959, left for New York and San Francisco where he enrolled in art classes. Too
young for the beatnik-generation and later too old to be a hippie, White grew up in a
period when art and technology went through a golden era: exhibitions including Cybernetic Serendipity (ICA, London 1968), The Machine (MOMA, New York 1968), Software (Jewish Museum NYC, 1970), worldwide kinetic art pieces and to top it off the
first moon landing on 20 July 1969. Influential was the Canadian professor Marshall
McLuhan who wrote Understanding Media (1964), a bestseller, translated into more
than 20 languages. White refers to McLuhan a few times during our talks. Like many
artists of his generation White traveled through North Africa. He became fascinated
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by Islamic art: patterns that later influenced his design of printed circuit boards and
the logical processes they generated.
The time we are at the mill, we enjoy White’s stories about the failed taming of a
skunk; a project in the village with girls from the secondary school building a ‘dancing fountain’; how he found the mill and how he shared it with other artists; about
Them Fucking Robots, a project with artist Laura Kikauka with whom he agreed to
make a breathing and moving sex machine. They both made a male and a female
robot, without consulting each other, only about the format of the genitals. The
robots performed publicly, making a lot of noise, but first White had to file its penis
because its rough edges made penetration difficult. And then I haven’t even mentioned the stories about the first online communication projects before the Internet
as we know it even existed, in which White, with other artists, experimented with
interactive storytelling, ASCII-drawings; or the telecommunication project together
with artist Doug Back, Telephonic Arm Wrestling (1986), where contestants in two
different cities were allowed to arm-wrestle, using motorized force-transmitting
systems interconnected by a telephone data link. You can find all this and more on
his website, and comments like: ‘Art as pure self-expression doesn’t interest me very
much. Self-expression inevitably creeps into art, but I would prefer that it sneaks in
through some back door. For me, Art comes alive only when it provides a framework
for asking questions. Science provides that framework too, but ‘good science’ is too
constrained for me. I would rather ask questions that simultaneously address a
multitude of worlds… from living organisms to culture to confusion and rust. Only
art can give me that generality.’ In the Normill I found out this is not humbug. To use
one of White’s favorite quotes: ‘If I’m going to work for an idiot, it might as well be
me.’
Website: http://www.normill.ca
Lecture: http://connectmedia.waag.org/media/031001norman.mov
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Marshall McLuhan Interview – 1996
BY GARY WOLF

Wired: Do you still believe that the medium is the message?
McLuhan: The real message of media today is ubiquity. It is no longer something we do,
but something we are part of. It confronts us as if from the outside with all the sensory
experience of the history of humanity. It is as if we have amputated not our ears or our
eyes, but ourselves, and then established a total prosthesis – an automaton – in our
place.
What happens when you see yourself outside yourself? It is disconcerting, like a hall of
mirrors. A character in Dickens is a representation of a social role, but a modern movie
actress who tries to play a role will seem old-fashioned. To cope with this, actresses
have cooled themselves way down, become numb blanks. Thus today’s stars are totally
tranquilized. The smart thing for a girl nowadays is to play numb. Dumb actresses used
to be in demand, now numb actresses are in demand. Rigor mortis is de rigueur.
Postindustrial man has a network identity, or a net-ID. The role is now a temporary
shift of state produced by a combination of environmental factors, like in a neural network. This possibility has always been latent in the concept of role, but in the machine
age this was perceived as a danger, while today it is simply a game – we no longer see
shifting roles as dangerous and taboo and therefore theatrically compelling. Rather, we
follow these shifts as if we were doing a puzzle or kibitzing a chess game. Yes, the medium is the message, but this does not mean and never meant that the content of the
medium is a conscious reflection on itself. The medium is the message because it creates the audience most suited to it. Electronic media create an audience whose shifting
moods are as impersonal as the weather.

Do you watch much TV, and what do you watch when you do?
The only good TV is live TV. I had three ideas for live TV shows. My first idea came back
in the early ’70s. It was called Up Against the Wall, and was almost produced. Contestants were to have explained to the audience how they got into a financial pickle. The
more entangled their financial disaster, the more energetically the audience would
applaud. At the end of every episode, a check would be issued to the most dismal
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contestant. This emphasis on misfortune would have been appreciated by advertisers, since they need a big dose of ‘bad news’ in all programs in order to balance the
‘good news’ in the ads. If TV actually were to broadcast more good news, as some
cultural reactionaries want, the advertising market would collapse, and the ensuing
economic crisis would probably lead to some sort of popular dictatorship, which they
do not want.
I wanted to follow this up with a show called Hey, Good Looking. Similar in format to
Up Against the Wall, it would have invited the viewing audience to share the suffering of ugly people. The ugly people would explain how they had been set back in life
by their unattractive physical appearance. Then the home audience would vote by
telephone for the ugliest contestant, who would receive plastic surgery for free. After
the surgery, the contestant would come back and explain to the audience how his
life had changed. The success of this show would have shown how important public
displays of suffering are on television. This show too was never financed because of
the sensibilities of network heads. But it was ahead of its time.
My other idea for a show was the most successful. I had an idea for a program that
would break up the television screen into many individual segments. Any attempt to
understand the show as a linear narrative would have been frustrated, and my audience would have had no choice but to accept the whole picture as a kind of music for
the eye, which is what television actually is, though most people aren’t aware of it.
The theme for the show would have been ‘the movies,’ thus proving my theorem that
the programs in a new medium are always revivals of an old medium.
I made this proposal to several friends, and it was finally picked up by the producers
of The Hollywood Squares. If you watch the credits closely after the closing music,
you will see my name. I enjoy this show very much, because it remains a sophisticated commentary on the nature of television.
By filling the space of the TV with a mosaic of close-ups, The Hollywood Squares
hypnotizes its audience by paralyzing their senses and numbing their eyes to other
distractions. The movie-world is literally chopped up into nine squares, each of which
contains a close-up. The theme music is the ticktock of a hypnotist’s watch. This is
very clever and dangerous. Few people understand how The Hollywood Squares was
the direct predecessor of MTV; the link is that The Hollywood Squares was the first
show to comprehend my dictum that TV is music for the eye.
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So, what kind of TV show would you do today?
I no longer want to create a TV show. TV should be watched, not made.

Do you think privacy and anonymity are being eroded in the digital age?
Don’t be fooled by ‘anonymity.’ There is no such thing, since every node in a communication system must have an ID. Concerns about privacy and anonymity are
outdated. Cypherpunks think they are rebels with a cause, but they are really sentimentalists.
In the ’50s, men were crying about the ‘mass’ man and spilling tears over too much
anonymity. And they were right, or more right than the cypherpunks. Factories and
corporations gave men roles, not souls. Industrial society was anonymous. Cities,
factories, secret ballots with mechanical polling booths – that’s anonymity. The Big
Brother bogeyman of the machine age used technology to enforce anonymity and
prevent anybody from doing his own thing.
The era of politics based on private identities, anonymous individuals, and independent citizens began with the French Revolution and Napoleon’s armies (a product
of the popular press) and ended with Hitler (the product of radio). The cypherpunks
are still marching to the same martial music. You think private individuals and mass
industrial society are opposites? They are part of the industrial configuration. Instantaneous electronic society gives everybody an identity – which we all want, and
which we all also want to lose – while putting almost intolerable pressure on our
sense of privacy. Privacy disappears in the simultaneous stimulation of our patterns
of thought.

Then why do you send these messages via an anonymous remailer?
I am not anonymous, but have simply changed my ID. Think of it as a brand. An
old brand goes stale, or ends up controlled by a competitor, so you think up a new
one. Wyndham Lewis taught me that the secret of success is secrecy, and I used
to think he was joking. But now I realize and am trying to demonstrate that these
anonymous remailers are among the great publicity devices of all time. They provide
a unique ID that is very glamorous and easy to distinguish from a common name.
You change it at will, and it even incorporates the sacrificial element of naming and
renders tabloid-type identity exposes unnecessary.
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What’s your take on media juggernauts like Microsoft? Should it be allowed to
stranglehold electronic media?
We fear that the owners of the monopoly will crush us, but this never happens. In
a flash, the monopolist’s products appear out of date, and competition in that particular industry becomes irrelevant because the whole basis of moneymaking has
shifted to a new area. As the pace of technological change speeds up, shifts in economic power increasingly seem like magical flipflops produced by luck. The old logic
of monopoly – centralized stranglehold – no longer works. The attention of consumers can shift instantly and make the most profound investments obsolete in just
a few years, soon to be sped up even further. We will see economic empires crash
within hours, and new ones arise just as quickly. The task of the economic manager
now is to try to hold monopolies in place just long enough for economic transactions
to occur. The capitalist understands that to improve competition, he must encourage
monopolies.

What would you do about the inequality of the technological haves and have-nots?
Equality is an industrial ideal, along with voting, time clocks, and the minimum
wage. Machines promote equality; that is their downfall. The organic unity of pastoral times was replaced in the machine age with fragmented individuals, who could
compete with each other. This unequal competition gave a foundation to the idea of
equality. The industrial age transformed millions of rural farmers into mass workers and mass consumers. Only by transforming millions of rural farmers into a mass
of workers and street riffraff could machines succeed in smearing the doctrine of
equality around the world.
The hubbub now about equality is actually a nostalgia for machines. Our environment has been transformed into a single omnipresent network that embraces and
encompasses individuals of unequal status. Machines – extended to their limit and
transformed into a single omnipresent network environment – will flip into sacred
and ritual environments. Recognized as an extension of ourselves and properly
managed by a priestly class, technology inspires rituals, performed out of something
like love. This development restores machines to their original totemic purpose.
Whereas Marx recognized machines as ‘the dead hand’ of the past, the electronic
network could flip this totem (an amputated body part, you’ll notice) into a shrine for
ancestors.
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Machines are gods not simply because they are powerful, but because they are the
living embodiment of our ancestors. The Christian and the pagan worldview come
together in an attitude of unconditional love of machines.

Is the book dead?
The book is not dead. When the book is finally freed from its aura of authority and
its ‘soulfulness,’ it will return as a convenient interface. Just as the advent of printing created a market for medieval culture, the advent of the Net will build an audience for book authors. The body of the book, to misparaphrase a Frenchman, will be
liberated from the soul of the book. In the age of electronic communication, invest in
books. This is sound advice for people whose ears have replaced their eyes.
Sven Birkerts [author of The Gutenberg Elegies: The Fate of Reading in an Electronic
Age], an unintentionally funny writer, has been worrying that electronic networks
might cause the popular audience for James Joyce to shrink. Last time I dropped by
the Parma Barnes & Noble outlet (which recently replaced a musty store full of paperbacks, proving that books are a growth industry), I noticed that Finnegans Wake
was selling just about as many copies as it always did.

You were always fascinated by advertising. Do you think the Net will change
advertising?
Let me tell you about the economy of Parma, where I live. It has a secret economy,
a mixture of software firms and natural-juice franchises whose factories are the
unused rec rooms and converted triple-car garages of a suburban lifestyle that no
longer holds interest. The juice franchises in Parma do not actually squeeze juice –
this is handled remotely by friends and relatives of the franchisees, who strike deals
with national distributors of organic produce. The franchise handles the marketing
campaign: developing slogans, bottle designs, billboards, and TV commercials.
You see, the advertising is far more expensive and difficult than the juicing. This has
been the case generally with advertising for several decades: by now it should be
obvious that a product is merely an inducement to the consumer to purchase the
advertising. The Net will only further this movement.
It is quite conceivable to me that a juice franchise could stop charging for its beverage altogether and simply give it away to people who pay to receive the advertising.
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It would appear that instead of the advertising promoting the product, the product
promotes the advertising. But that is not exactly right. Actually, the product promotes the consumer. The advertising gives the group of consumers its identity and
raison d’etre, and with a little bit of priming the group then begins to interact and
entertain itself. The existence of the community of consumers gives other individuals (who are alerted by the advertising) an inducement to participate.
The anxiety of the outsider can be overcome by consuming the product, at which
point he automatically becomes part of the community. I am quite certain the product could never be eliminated entirely, but, again, it could be given away for free to
people who purchase the advertising.

Would you consider doing something more extensive, perhaps in new media?
I am open to business opportunities of the right sort. I never let the failures of my
past life stop me from new failures. At the moment I am thinking of The Dew-Line
newsletter. The problem with The Dew-Line, frankly, was that it was too much work,
and though I was angry at Tony Schwartz at the time of its demise, I have since realized that it wasn’t his fault.
Did you ever see the deck of cards we made? The idea was to create a modern tarot –
not in the occult sense, but rather a series of puns and unrelated images that would
spur sclerotic executives to creative thinking. Turn a card, and then describe how it
relates to the current situation. I realize now that this was too far out. My favorite
card was the one that showed a picture of a girlie with pasties over her breasts. The
axiom on the card said, ‘Thanks for the mammaries.’ I really believe that if the execs
had given it half a try, this card alone would have cured their ulcers. Today, we are
just swimming in information.
It is a sort of lactic sea.

In the emerging global village, isn’t it imperialistic to expect everyone to have
the same values (ours), obey the same laws (ours), and communicate in American
English?
America is no longer a global power – it’s a global brand.
America as a brand stands for liberty, money, and sex. That three-way combo is hard
to beat. Certain countries have successfully transformed themselves into brands
already. Take France. Can you imagine a world without French wine, French cheese,
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French ‘culture’ (a fuzzy amalgam of books, fashion, and accent), or French ‘romance’
(mostly public displays of affection, kisses on crowded streets, et cetera)? France
earns vast amounts of money from its Frenchness, which has little to do with France
as a military or bureaucratic structure, except to the extent that the French state
functions as an overgrown tourist bureau, which is increasingly the case.
America should take a lesson in global branding. To succeed as a brand, America
should shrink its army, reduce its diplomatic corps, cut back its public participation in
political meetings and summits. This will allow American products, from movies to
soft drinks to computers, to become far, far more valuable and powerful.

Is the Web hot or cool?
The Web is cool. Cooler than television, which is much cooler than print. So much
participation is required on the Web that no coherent, convincing, sharply defined
characters can be created without slipping into comedy or conspiratorial paranoia.
Conventional media, like Time magazine, have to get this right if they want to be successful. Zen Buddhism, which is very cool and flourished in the ’50s when the spread
of television created a need for people to cool down their personalities, will again be
a growth industry in the late ’90s.
Success in a cool medium takes one of two forms. You either are a moment of supreme wit – popular but transitory – or you become part of the landscape. To become a feature of the landscape is very difficult in a cool medium. Your brand must
always be present in the back of the user’s mind. Everything they see, no matter
how unrelated, should give them ‘memories of you.’ Any moment of questioning or
hesitation (and there will be many, since cool media require lots of participation and
demand many choices) should call forth the suggestion, ‘Click here.’ To become part
of the landscape in a cool medium, you must connect on a mythic level to the structure of the medium. Impossible? It works for Jesus, who is ‘always on my mind’ as
the Protestants say in their church and country music.

Do you have your own webpage?
No, I don’t. I am practicing a discipline that leads to the next stage of media: the discipline of disappearance. The secret of success is secrecy. A program that calls forth
active participation will always have a stronger impact in a cool medium. That’s why
gurus live on mountaintops, eh?
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What did you make of that media black hole, the O. J. trial?
Marcia Clark asked the jury to follow drops of blood down the sidewalk, just like
letters on a page, or like a sequence of dots or periods. But the jury was in the cool
tactile world of television, where everything happens at once, not the hot world of
print, where things follow logically, so they did not want to tack a sentence on at
the end of the periods. A verdict of innocent is easier, cooler, than a verdict of guilty,
because no proof is required to find somebody innocent. They found O. J. not guilty,
but they found the idea of proof very guilty. Nothing can be proved on TV. Of the five
criminal trials that were popular over the last few years, only the one that was not
on TV – Mike Tyson’s – resulted in a conviction. All the other defendants were on TV
and were not convicted.

What would you say your contribution was to the business world?
I was a business consultant. I used to do pretty well making speeches to executives
and handing out tips to magazine types. Howard Gossage helped turn me on to that
– ‘Save the world and fly first class’ was his motto. But the business consulting business got very bad as the obsolete idea of efficiency failed to disappear. The worst
thing for any organization is efficiency. You get moving very quickly, and you end up
in the wrong place.
The key to business in the aural/tactile space of the 21st century will be inefficiency,
where inefficiency means a multiplicity of inputs and outputs.
Tangents are key. The best businesses in the electronic age will be everywhere
at once; i.e., they will be an essential part of the landscape. Their message will be
vague but ubiquitous. Not discursive, but iconic and ironic. Only when there can be
too many meanings and too many uses for a product will it succeed. If it works, it’s
obsolete, I used to say. But I heard a new slogan recently that appears to be perfect
for this new economy: ‘Welcome to the future – it’s broken.’
This is not said in a tone of despair but in a bright, happy voice. Being broken is more
productive. The difference between being productive and wasting time is disappearing, and we are returning to a preindustrial configuration. Businesses that imagine themselves to be efficiently pursuing their goals will wake up one day and find
themselves utterly alone, profitless, and broke. This explains the current ‘merger mania.’ The idea of ‘synergy’ is illusionary. What these huge companies are really after
in combining is inefficiency.
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That’s why the Net is the premier invention of the digital era. It is not about finding
anything. It is about superfluous connections and wasting time. As you know, only
the young, the primitive, and the eccentric waste time. That is why all the most useful inventions come from them. They are not bound to be productive, and can thus
waste time pursuing the unpromising to find the truly new.
The efficiency of the machine age cannot discover anything worthwhile now.
Wired, Issue 4.01, January 1996
Text by Gary Wolf. Readers may be interested to note that Gary is presenting at the Quantified Self
conference in Amsterdam: www.quantifiedself.com
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From the V2_ Archive
AN EXTREMELY COMPLICATED PHENOMENON OF A VERY BRIEF DURATION ENDING IN
DESTRUCTION; THE 20TH CENTURY AS SLOW-MOTION CAR CRASH
BY MARK DERY

‘An extremely complicated phenomenon of a very brief duration ending in destruction’:
The 20th century as slow-motion car crash.1
The millennium is upon us – or, rather, the Millennia, an orthographically challenged
but determinedly futuristic new Mazda luxury sedan ‘so advanced, it required a whole
factory.’ 2
Print ads for the Millennia harness the snob appeal that is a mainstay of luxury car
advertising to Sharper Image technobabble – a tacit acknowledgement of the cyborging of the automobile in recent years, as electronic components have infiltrated braking,
steering, and suspension systems.
The automobile industry is maneuvering onto the Bridge to the 21st Century, both
literally and figuratively. Rockwell International is developing a ‘smart car of the future’
which navigates by means of a satellite network known as the global positioning system, verbally instructing its driver to ‘turn left’ or ‘turn right’ at appropriate junctures.3
Meanwhile, car advertisers have expanded their target demographic to include the
gadget-happy nerdeoisie who just can’t live without that $48,000 infrared digital camera in Wired’s ‘Fetish’ column. A 1993 ad touted the Mazda 929 as ‘a luxury sedan that
thinks like a human – thanks to its advanced ‘fuzzy logic’ computer,’ which automatically adjusted cruise control, air conditioning, and ventilation.
The whole of our transition from the Machine Age to the Information Society is writ
small in this leap in vehicular evolution. With their microchip implants and post-Modern
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D.M. Severy, quoted in Jacob Kulowski, ‘Crash Injuries: The Integrated Medical Aspects of
Automobile Injuries and Deaths,’ Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas, 1960, p. vii.
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Mazda ad, 1994.
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Calvin Sims, ‘Putting Space-Age Expertise in the Driver’s Seat,’ The New York Times, May 1,
1994, p. F7.
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streamlining, today’s RoboCars invoke a sleek, technocratic Tomorrow. At the same
time, they embody our growing sense of incompetence, perhaps even irrelevance, in
a world overrun by gadgets whose invisibly small, infinitely complex workings have
rendered them more or less inscrutable to most of us. ‘Twenty-five or thirty years
ago, when a car broke down, the driver got out, opened the hood, and tried to figure
out what had broken and if it could be fixed,’ notes Gary Chapman. But ‘no amount
of tinkering – will reveal the secrets of a Mercedes Benz 500SL, for example, which
reportedly operates with no less than eighteen microprocessors.’ 4
Drawing on a tradition of four-wheeled futurism that is as old as the spaceship
tailfins of the ‘50s and as recent as the 1997 Acura NSK, whose ‘sweeping lines and
forward-poised cockpit’ were inspired by the F-16 jet fighter, recent ads have taken
the automotive sublime beyond rocket science, into millennial warp drive. In magazine ads, the Toyota Avalon sails through Sistine Chapel clouds, over the tagline,
‘Experience the tranquillity’ – a somewhat ominous enticement, given that the
Avalon of Arthurian legend is a hereafter for fallen heroes. But despite the ministrations of overworked ad agencies, the automobile remains a supreme anachronism
– a metal box on wheels, propelled by an engine that guzzles fossil fuels and spews
out toxic effluvia. In an age consecrated to escape velocity, when scientists have
already begun to chafe at the speed-of-light barrier that limits the millions of operations per second a computer can perform, the near-permanent congestion around
many big cities dramatizes the contrast between data traffic streaking along the
Information Superhighway and rush-hour traffic crawling along real-world freeways.
‘To the telematic nomad, a car is pure nostalgia, a sign of lost time,’ argues Marshall
Blonsky, improvising in the key of Baudrillard.5
At a time when cell phones, laptops, and the wiring of the world have made a mockery of time and geography, the automobile is a nagging reminder that we still haven’t
figured out how to zap our Darwinian luggage, the body, from here to there, as in
Star Trek’s transporter. The car is a Second Wave totem: ever-present reminder of
the assembly line that made industrial modernity possible, Ur-commodity at the
heart of post-war consumer culture, essential ingredient in the rise of suburbia and
the dereliction of the nation’s inner cities, prime mover behind the paving and stripmalling of America. ‘The road is now like television, violent and tawdry,’ writes James
Howard Kunstler in The Geography of Nowhere. ‘The landscape it runs through is
4
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littered with cartoon buildings and commercial messages – There is little sense of
having arrived anywhere, because everyplace looks like noplace in particular.’ 6
The car – specifically, American consumers’ insistence on cheap, plentiful gas – was a
primary impetus behind the Persian Gulf War of 1991, a self-evident truth acknowledged at both extremes of the political spectrum, in Jello Biafra’s rabble-rousing
punk rock song, ‘Die for Oil, Sucker,’ and in a pugnacious T-shirt popular with the prowar faction, which read: ‘Kick their ass, take their gas.’
Although in Madison Avenue myth it sings the song of the open road, conjuring allAmerican visions of unbounded freedom and ceaseless progress, the automobile
has in truth been an implacable foe of progress in the broadest social sense. In its
‘Futurama’ exhibit at the 1939 World’s Fair, General Motors supplanted the monorails of pulp SF with teardrop-shaped cars that zipped along fourteen-lane expressways – a science-fiction echo of its covert campaign, then well underway, to derail
mass transportation by buying up streetcar lines and scrapping them.
That said, we can also read the car not as some Second Wave holdover but as a
premonition of the slow-motion collision of biology and technology that began
with the Industrial Revolution and accelerated with the Information Age (transistor,
integrated circuit, microchip, network), skidding out of control in the wired ‘90s. Now,
the point of impact, in which organic and synthetic meet (at least metaphorically,
though increasingly literally, in genetic engineering and bionic medicine), seems only
split-seconds away. In retrospect, the car seems a likely candidate for the bifurcation
between the born and the Borged, a dim presentiment of myoelectric prostheses,
teleoperation, and the Holy Grail of cyberpunk SF, the brain jack that would dissolve
the membrane between mind and machine altogether.
‘When driving a car, one’s nervous system becomes linked with the vehicle,’ writes
David Paul in his 1987 essay, ‘Man a Machine.’ To Paul, ‘the car is the driver’s body
and is directly controlled by the driver’s brain and central nervous system. The driver
‘feels’ other objects external to the vehicle and judges distances from the car in a
manner crudely analogous to the operations involved in judging one’s environment
from the physical body – A little over a decade ago, there was talk of an experimental
automobile braking system which was to be engaged by simply lifting an eyebrow
[–] We appear to be approaching a time when ‘willing’ a machine into action will be
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relatively common.’ 7
Paul isn’t the only one to note the cyborgian nature of car and driver, a relationship
immortalized in Enzo Ferrari’s maxim that ‘between human and machine there exists a perfect equation: fifty per cent machine and fifty per cent human.’ 8
Here is professional driver Lyn St. James on her relationship to her racecar: ‘You’re
strapped in so tightly that you end up wearing it. You become one with the car – This
is where – I’m in my most powerful form.’ 9
Jacques Villeneuve, who won the 1995 Indy 500 in a sensor-studded, microprocessor-enhanced machine that looks more like a cruise missile than a car, seconds her
emotion: ‘You forget that it’s a separate thing. You feel everything. You feel what is
happening to the car through the steering wheel, your hands, your feet, your butt,
and your back [–] Once you get used to it, it feels natural – like walking –‘ 10
Even at a mere 110 miles per hour – a veritable crawl compared to the 220-plus
speeds clocked by Villeneuve – the car columnist Lesley Hazleton bonded with her
Porsche 911: ‘It was as though I became the car, or the car became me – Road, driver,
and machine were blended into a single entity, an unholy union of asphalt and steel
and flesh.’ 11
Ostensibly, Hazleton’s ‘unholy union’ will become an everyday reality when Paul’s
cortex-to-computer link makes drivers like Cowboy – the cyborged road warrior in
Walter Jon Williams’s SF novel ‘Hardwired’ – a fixture of Tomorrowland’s fourteenlane expressways. For the foreseeable future, however, the Futurist poet F.T. Marinetti’s fist-banging declaration that ‘we will conquer the seemingly unconquerable
hostility that separates our human flesh from the metal of motors’ remains a posthumanist pipe dream. 12
7
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The tension generated by this seemingly unresolvable situation seeks release in the
car crash, in which human and machine are conjoined, once and for all.
Intriguingly, Jacob Kulowski’s 1960 study ‘Crash Injuries: The Integrated Medical
Aspects of Automobile Injuries and Deaths’ is tinged with the influence of cybernetics and human engineering, both of which are concerned, to varying degrees, with
optimizing the human-machine interface. ‘I believe it to be true that crash-impact
engineering’ – elsewhere defined as ‘the distinctive art of delethalizing automobiles’
– ‘is a mirror image of human engineering,’ writes Kulowski, who calls human engineering ‘the field of activities wherein special emphasis is placed on determining
optimum mode of interaction between human and machine systems of which he is
a part.’ 13(italics M.D.)
The phrase is instructive, presuming as it does that the human is an organic component in a larger technological system – the proverbial ‘cog in the machine’ – rather
than a co-evolutionary factor in an environment that is equal parts organism and
mechanism. Tellingly, ‘Crash Injuries’ is shadowed by vague forebodings about the
fate of the human in an ever more technological landscape, betrayed in Kulowski’s
tragicomic observation that the ‘mechanical efficiency of the human body is a refreshing commentary on human’s mechanical efficiency and its supremacy over at
least some elements of the mechanical environment.’ 14
Elsewhere, he notes that ‘the epidemic frequency of these accidental injuries and
deaths is thought to derive from – stress-strain patterns of behavior peculiar to the
age of power and speed in which we live, work and play.’ 15
In mythic terms, the car crash – memorably defined by one of Kulowski’s sources as
‘an extremely complicated phenomenon of a very brief duration ending in destruction’ – is at once a precognitive dream of our fusion with our machines and a ritualized enactment of the moment when we lose control of them. The escalating number of fiery rollovers, head-on collisions, and multiple-car pileups in action movies in
the ‘Die Hard’ and ‘Speed’ molds is obviously a bottom-line concession to the Lowest
Common Denominator in a culture afflicted with Attention-Deficit Disorder. But
on the more profound level of science-fiction myth, the liberation of special effects
from what McLuhan might call the ‘Gutenbergian’ constraints of narratives rooted in
13
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human psychology suggests the first stirrings of sedition in the technosphere – the
machinic phylum’s dream of taking the human out of the loop altogether.
Ironically, the car crash (again, considered mythically, as opposed to matter-offactually) also recalls us to our humanity. Deadened and decentered by the ceaseless shocks and jolts of consumer culture and the mass media, more and more of us
have come to resemble crash test dummies, existentially speaking. In this light, the
crash functions as a bracing blow that re-connects us with a material reality that
seems to be receding in the cultural rear-view mirror as we spend more and more
time on the other side of the computer screen. In Ballard’s novel Crash, the narrator
confides that the collision in which he killed another driver was ‘the only real experience I had been through for years. For the first time I was in physical confrontation
with my own body, an inexhaustible encyclopaedia of pains and discharges, with the
hostile gaze of other people, and with the fact of the dead human.’ 16
Inspired in part by ‘Crash Injuries,’ ‘Crash’ is among other things a science-fiction
response to what the author calls ‘the most terrifying casualty of the 20th century:
the death of affect.’ In the detached, exact language of the forensic pathologist and
the engineer, Ballard shadows forth a ‘sexuality born from a perverse technology,’ a
new entry for Krafft-Ebing’s ‘Psychopathia Sexualis’ written in the sado-mechanical
mutilations of Crash’s protagonists, ‘her uterus pierced by the heraldic beak of the
manufacturer’s medallion, his semen emptying across the luminescent dials that
registered forever the last temperature and fuel levels of the engine.’ 17
Violent and passionless, beyond ego psychology or social mores, it is a posthuman
sexuality ‘without referentiality and without limits,’ as Jean Baudrillard puts it in his
essay on ‘Crash.’ 18
Alienated from a body that seems, more and more, like a preindustrial artifact, this
new sexuality fetishizes urban desolation, televised disasters, celebrities, and commodities, above all the automobile.
In ‘Crash,’ sex happens almost entirely in cars; removed from that context, it loses its
appeal. The body is erotic only when it intersects with technology or the built envi16
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ronment, either literally (punctured by door handles, impaled on steering-columns)
or figuratively (‘the untouched, rectilinear volumes of this building fused in my mind
with the contours of her calves and thighs pressed against the vinyl seating’). 19
Here, as in SF films such as ‘2001’ and ‘Blade Runner,’ humans are dispassionate
mannequins while the technology around them is disconcertingly anthropomorphic:
the ‘grotesque overhang of an instrument panel forced on to a driver’s crotch’ in an
accident conjures a ‘calibrated act of machine fellatio,’ while the ‘elegant aluminized
air-vents’ in a hospital ‘beckon as invitingly as the warmest organic orifice.’ 20
In the depraved geometry of ‘Crash,’ semen and engine coolant, crotches and chromium instrument heads are congruent. ‘I believe that organic sex, body against body,
skin area against skin area, is becoming no longer possible,’ said Ballard, in a 1970
interview, ‘simply because if anything is to have any meaning for us it must take
place in terms of the values and experiences of the media landscape.’ 21
‘Crash’ refracts human psychology through the fractured windshield of postmodern
culture, with its flattened affect, celebrity worship, obsessive documentation of every
lived moment, and psychotic confusion of subjective experience and filmic fiction.
Like David Cronenberg’s ‘Videodrome,’ Don DeLillo’s ‘White Noise,’ and Ballard’s own
‘Atrocity Exhibition,’ the novel represents a poetic attempt to psychoanalyse the
cybernetic subjectivity borne of the late 20th century – a century characterized by
speed and sensory overload, by the supersession of embodied experience by media
simulation, and by the over-arching dynamics of disembodiment and dematerialization. Ballard has long maintained that the psychology of the mainstream novel – introspective and solipsistic, an artifact of the book – is a remnant of the 19th century,
and that science fiction is the only literature capable of making sense of the moment
we live in. It is a moment whose psychological torque is centripetal, not centrifugal –
a moment where ‘social relationships are no longer as important as the individual’s
relationship with the technological landscape,’ which is another way of saying that
interpersonal psychology has been displaced by a new, cyborgian psychology: the
feedback loop between human and machine. 22
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As ‘Crash’ brilliantly illustrates, the relationship between car and driver offers a
convenient metaphor for our present psychological (and, increasingly, physiological)
symbiosis with our machines. Moreover, the image of freeway drivers jockeying for
position, each sealed in his or her climate-controlled conveyance, reminds us of the
increasingly atomized nature of our society, where many among the growing ranks
of the self-employed live wired lives straight out of The Net, communing virtually while physically isolated in their electronic cocoons. But, as argued earlier, the
car-driver relationship is more than a handy metaphor; it is an ubiquitous example,
hidden in plain sight, of our everyday psychological symbiosis with our machines.
Incredibly, over a century after the invention of the automobile, we have little, to my
knowledge, in the way of systematic studies and rigorous analysis of the relationship between driver and car, or driver and driver: Do other drivers subconsciously
perceive our grilles and headlights as our faces– Is being cut off in traffic synonymous with having one’s body space invaded, and is a fender- bender unconsciously
understood as an assault on one’s metallized body– Most importantly, what is the
precise psychological mechanism that enables us to ‘feel’ the boundaries of our
cars when negotiating tricky maneuvers such as parallel parking– This last question
goes to the heart of human-machine interaction. Describing the eerie sensation of
‘telepresence’ experienced when operating a rocket launcher with the aid of virtualreality goggles that give the operator a weapon’s-eye view of the target, machine
artist Mark Pauline noted, ‘The depth perception is incredible, and once you get all
the little adjustments right, you just sink into it. You start to imagine your body in
different ways just like you do when you’re in an isolation tank; it becomes transparent, really, because of the comfort level, which is the key feature in any of these input
devices. Once you achieve transparency, interesting things start to occur. It doesn’t
take much, because the mind is looking for these things, actively trying to meld with
anything.’ 23
Understanding the phenomena Pauline describes – the seeming mutability of the
body image in the mind’s eye, our eagerness to project ourselves into our technological interfaces (amply evidenced in the widespread experience of electronic bulletin boards as ‘places’) – will yield a skeleton key to the emerging psychology of the
Information Age. We’ve caught fleeting glimpses of the cybernetic self in McLuhan’s
‘Understanding Media’ and Sherry Turkle’s ‘Life on the Screen’; in Fredric Jameson’s
visions of the ‘psychic fragmentation,’ decentering, and death of the subject in ‘Postmodernism’; and in Scott Bukatman’s ‘Terminal Identity’ (‘an unmistakably doubled
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articulation in which we find both the end of the subject and a new subjectivity
constructed at the computer station or television screen’).24 But sustained scrutiny is
imperative if we’re going to understand the cultural g-force warping and buckling the
closed, coherent psyche of humanism and scientific rationalism.
Since few of us use teleoperated rocket-launchers, the car-driver relationship suggests itself as a more suitable locus of inquiry. Obviously, the psychosexual subtext
of automobile design and advertising has been exhaustively mined, but that’s only
the most salient aspect of a territory that has lain largely hidden from view, until
now. Here, one of the great remaining terra incognitas of inner space awaits the
Sigmund Freud of the driver’s-side air bag and the C.G. Jung of the anti-locking brake.
© 1997 Mark Dery / V2
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Excerpt from
From Image to Interaction
BY ARJEN MULDER

Television remediates the technical image media of photography and film – they can
still be seen on the small screen every day – though it is not itself photographic but
electronic and, more recently, digital.
The electronic image is constructed in real time by an electromagnet guiding a bundle of
electrons over the fluorescent interior of a vacuum cathode ray tube, moving from the
upper left to the lower right, like an eye over lines of type in a book. The image one sees
on the monitor is constructed of lines, but they do not follow the contours of a body or
object or even an abstract logic of their own within the image plane. They move in one
direction only, always along the same route, fixed in a single geometry. The electronic
image is not composed but written. Of all the possibilities contained in drawing and
painting, only horizontal lines – the ones Mondrian called ‘feminine’ – remain in the
light-written image. An electronic image does consist of active points, lines and planes,
but they form not a sketch, composition and representation but a raster. A photograph
evokes an illusion of stillness, a film one of movement; a screen evokes the illusion of
an image. The electronic image is much more flexible than the photographic image and
many times more abstract than the most abstract painting. The colors and intensities
of the points of light in the picture lines determine the pattern the viewer will see, and
this is often interpreted in a photographic way. Yet photogenicity, the unique quality
of the photographic image, does not occur on the screen; instead, there is telegenicity,
which lasts much longer. A popular TV personality can live on telegenicity for years.
A representation can be fascinating on the screen but make a boring printed image.
Stills from a performance by a telegenic personality always lack the sparkle that was
present during the broadcast. The electronic image is a newcomer to the empire of
images and is neither traditional nor technical but unstable in nature (however illusory
the continuous movement in a projected film is, the images on the celluloid are stable).
In the early 1950s, Marshall McLuhan expressed surprise that people considered the
small, streaky, gray television image, then viewed mainly in bars, more captivating than
the vivid, crystal-clear Technicolor films projected on the enormous screens of the
movie Transformation and Play – 185 palaces.
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In 1948, ninety million Americans went to the movies each week; by 1951, just 54
million did, out of a population of 160 million. McLuhan’s explanation was that television was a ‘cool’ medium and Technicolor was a ‘hot’ one. Since there was so little
to see on the TV screen, you had to pay close attention to make it out.
Viewers actively constructed the image in their imaginations, and this led to the
audience’s intense identification with and internalization of the electronic image.
Some movie stars who were dazzling on the silver screen turned out to be unimpressive on television; others were at their best there. The same was and is true
of politicians, commentators and other public figures. The hazier the message, the
stronger the reception. The clearer the image, the less closely it is watched. The
Technicolor film image does not heat up the imagination: the excess of visual information makes us keep our distance and reflect. Hot media keep attention cool; cool
ones warm the emotions.1
McLuhan described and analyzed the essential televisual experience: the image
activated the viewer, stimulated his or her imagination. What an electronic illusion
of an image has that an actually existing traditional or technical image lacks is that
it does not take a roundabout route via meaning to reach the viewer; he or she must
actively absorb and process it, in a form of agency photography and film can only
evoke through artificial vagueness or unusual perspectives. Films and photographs
create suspense through what happens outside the image; TV, through what is seen.
A television image is not an icon, an index or a symbol but a mirror. It is not aimed at
something behind or within itself but at what lies before it: the viewers. The goal is
not to make something visible but to achieve an effect. And this worked amazingly
well in the 1950s and 1960s. First it caused a revolution in Hollywood, and then in
society as a whole. The ’60s were pure early TV experience, from the Vietnam War
protests to ecological awareness and familiarity with homegrown youth cultures.
Because of its internalizing power, the television image is suited to breaking through
hierarchical thought frameworks but also to disciplining the population into identifiable, accessible target groups and political preferences. Because the TV image was
cool, it was democratic, in the sense that anyone who controlled the electronic image
could determine the political agenda.2
That control was itself democratized in the early 1970s with the introduction of
1
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video cameras and editing equipment. Video art was originally a political movement,
a takeover of a medium, partly for the purpose of making oppositional images and
critical journalism and partly to explore the medium itself and supply it with new
possibilities. Allan Kaprow’s distinction between lifelike art and artlike art applies
perfectly to video art. Documentary video art showed the viewer the world outside,
and before long most of it was being shot in concrete office buildings and conference
rooms: every activist video art tape had a political aim, even if it is sometimes hard
to spot from a contemporary perspective. Artlike video art was politically activist as
well, but its focus from the start was on changing the art of the day. ‘Closed video
circuits’ comprised of cameras and monitors made it possible for the viewer to appear in the image; this was yet another democratization, but it also sparked debate
over ‘artistic content.’ Nam June Paik’s classic Video Buddha (1974), later renamed TV
Buddha,3 sums up this kind of video art. A Buddha statue watches a live video image
of itself on a monitor. The most fleeting of things – a television image constructed
fifty times a second – communicates with the least fleeting, the eternal Buddha.
Each is enlightened, one technically, the other spiritually. Their light comes from
within, and each looks inward. The Buddha statue does not see the video any more
than the video sees the Buddha. They transmit each other’s image, but the ones
watching are us, the viewers, the outsiders. And the joke of the piece is that we can
stand behind the Buddha and wave at the camera, rupturing the Zen compulsion of
the closed circuit. Much of the video art of the electronic and early digital image was
devoted to showing the opposition or distinction between technology and nature,
between hard screens and soft flows. In this constellation, video art represents
the cultural factor connecting nature and technology. All the murmuring water and
swaying foliage in early video art was meant as a statement about the video image
itself. Video art responds to the outside world by holding the world’s medial character up to the light.4 Artists became interested in Buddhism when they discovered
that for centuries monks in Kyoto had been raking their gardens in picture lines.
After Zen (‘The sound of one line scanning’), numerous other mystics followed. San
Juan de la Cruz, Meister Eckhart, Rumi and the visionary nuns, but also scientists
and opera directors, helped build the mental space of the video medium. Video art
unlocked a world of stillness and emotional precision, of attention and overwhelmingness. Bruce Naumann’s spiralling neon text ‘The true artist helps the world by
revealing mystic truths’ looks like a joke, but he meant it completely seriously. There
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Media and Cultural Studies (New York: Routledge, 2003).
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is nothing to see in the world but oneself; true being lies within.
Countless films and installations represent the video sense of life by zooming in on
an eye and diving into the black pupil and the dark unknown world beyond. The video
eye is a portal to another territory, an inland sea of infinite metamorphosis, what
Deleuze and Guattari called ‘the body without organs.’5

5

Jean Epstein, ‘On Certain Characteristics of Photogénie’, in Richard Abel, French Film Theory and

Criticism (Princeton: Princeton University Press 1993).
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The Wisdom of Saint Marshall,
Holy Fool
BY GARY WOLF

In 1971, Marshall McLuhan announced a new product. With chemist Ross Hall, his
nephew, McLuhan patented a formula for the removal of urine odor from underpants.
The unique advantage of McLuhan’s formula, for which he registered the trademark
Prohtex, was that it removed the urine odor without masking other, more interesting smells – that of perspiration, for instance. In the aural and tactile environment of
preliterate man, McLuhan explained, BO had been a valuable means of communication.
When electronic technology turned the world into a global village, tribal odors would
make a comeback, too.

This prediction has yet to come true, but if body odor has not yet made a comeback, its
prophet surely has. Marshall McLuhan was born in 1911 and died in 1980. By the time
of his death, he had been dismissed by respectable academicians, and he was known
in the popular press as an eccentric intellectual whose day in the media spotlight had
come and gone. By 1980, the transformation of human life catalyzed by television was
taken for granted, and it no longer seemed interesting to ask where the electronic
media were taking us. But in recent years, the explosion of new media – particularly the
Web – has caused new anxieties. Or to put a more McLuhanesque spin on it, the advent
of new digital media has brought the conditions of the old technologies into sharper
relief, and made us suddenly conscious of our media environment. In the confusion of
the digital revolution, McLuhan is relevant again.

Conservative Christian anarchist
McLuhan’s slogans ‘The medium is the message’ and ‘The global village’ are recited like
mantras in every digital atelier in the world, despite the fact that hardly anyone who
quotes McLuhan reads his books. Some of them McLuhan hardly wrote in the first
place, trusting assistants and collaborators to cobble them together out of recordings
and notes. As his biographer Philip Marchand explains, with wry sympathy, ‘writing
books was not McLuhan’s forte.’
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Neither was McLuhan very influential as a scholar or teacher. From the beginning of
his career, the Canadian professor with a doctorate from Cambridge stood outside
the academic mainstream for which he had little patience.
The natural incompatibility of originality and academia was probably especially
difficult to overcome for McLuhan, who had received his early education in North
American public schools, which, then as now, offered few advantages to their most
talented students. By the time he arrived at Cambridge, McLuhan had acquired what
is perhaps the defining trait of autodidacts – a kernel of personal crankiness and a
resistance to established authority.
In his role as social, political, and economic analyst, McLuhan was a clown. His
speeches and public pronouncements helped give rise to a generation of affluent futurists and business consultants skilled at telling executives what they liked
to hear, but McLuhan’s own predictions and business ideas were often hilariously
ill-conceived. If his urine-odor remover failed to stimulate the instincts of business
executives, perhaps McLuhan could talk Tom Wolfe into collaborating on a Broadway production of a play in which the media appeared on stage as characters. This
aborted script followed two other McLuhan attempts at musicals, including one in
which Russian Elvis fans were given a shot at governing America.
Even in areas where McLuhan was expected to be more dependable – say, pop
culture – his pronouncements were often incredible. In 1968, for instance, McLuhan
attempted to explain to readers of Playboy why the miniskirt was not sexy.
With McLuhan, the accuracy of his commentary was beside the point. ‘What is
truth?’ asked McLuhan in 1974, and he answered with a quote he attributed to
Agatha Christie’s iconoclastic investigator Hercule Poirot: ‘Eet ees whatever upsets
zee applecart.’
‘You have not studied Joyce or Baudelaire yet, or you would have no problems in
understanding my procedure,’ McLuhan wrote to one detractor with whom he was
especially irritated. ‘I have no theories whatever about anything. I make observations
by way of discovering contours, lines of force, and pressures. I satirize at all times,
and my hyperboles are as nothing compared to the events to which they refer.’
McLuhan’s strange scholarship and unprofitable business advice set him apart from
such popular lecturers as Alvin Toffler, Peter Drucker, and even John Naisbitt, with
whom he collaborated. McLuhan was stunningly oblivious to the question of how
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business executives would implement his suggestions and what results would be
achieved. His presentations wandered far from their announced topics, and his audiences often ended up as baffled as his readers.
Also, McLuhan was never a cheerleader for the technological elite. ‘There are many
people for whom ‘thinking’ necessarily means identifying with existing trends,’ he
wrote in a 1974 missive to the The Toronto Star. In this letter, McLuhan warned that
electronic civilization was creating conditions in which human life would be treated
as an expendable fungus, and he passionately protested against it.
In his personal habits, McLuhan was entirely literary.
He read ceaselessly. He was not in favor of television but enjoyed the cleverness of
it. At the movies, he often fell asleep. McLuhan was a political conservative and a
convert to Catholicism, and his pronouncements on current events always had an
element of loony dispassion and professorial absent-mindedness.
At heart, McLuhan was not a futurist at all but a critic and an academic rebel in the
tradition of Henry Adams, another conservative Christian mystic who preferred analyzing large-scale trends to compiling sober catalogs of unenlightening facts.
On the other hand, McLuhan was not a Luddite. ‘Value judgments create smog in
our culture and distract attention from processes,’ he wrote to another detractor.
In place of moralistic hand-wringing, McLuhan urged his listeners to take a stance
of awareness and responsibility. ‘There is a deep-seated repugnance in the human
breast against understanding the processes in which we are involved,’ he complained. ‘Such understanding involves far too much responsibility for our actions.’

Faith in Christ
Marshall McLuhan was a skeptic, a joker, and an erudite maniac. He read too deeply
from Finnegans Wake, had too great a fondness for puns, and never allowed his fun
to be ruined by the adoption of a coherent point of view. He was dismayed by any
attempt to pin him down to a consistent analysis and dismissive of criticism that his
plans were impractical or absurd. His characteristic comment during one academic
debate has taken on a mythic life of its own. In response to a renowned American
sociologist, McLuhan countered: ‘You don’t like those ideas? I got others.’
In a letter to Canadian Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, with whom he had a long
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friendship, McLuhan argued that in the modern electronic environment, it is inadvisable to be coherent. ‘Any moment of arrest or stasis permits the public to shoot
you down.’ McLuhan preferred to make his rebuttals in the form of a quip. As he
explained to Trudeau: ‘I have yet to find a situation in which there is not great help
in the phrase: ‘You think my fallacy is all wrong?’ It is literally disarming, pulling the
ground out from under every situation! It can be said with a certain amount of poignancy and mock deliberation.’
McLuhan’s idea that media are extensions of man was influenced by the work of the
Catholic philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who believed that the use of electricity extends the central nervous system. McLuhan’s mysticism sometimes led him to
hope, as had Teilhard, that electronic civilization would prove a spiritual leap forward
and put humankind in closer contact with God.
But McLuhan did not hold on to this brief hope, and he later decided that the electronic unification of humanity was only a facsimile of the mystical body. As an
unholy imposter, the electronic universe was ‘a blatant manifestation of the AntiChrist.’ Satan, McLuhan remarked, ‘is a very great electric engineer.’
Though he enjoyed observing the battles of the day as they were played out in
the media, McLuhan was deeply attached to the church and suspicious enough of
worldly goings-on to be immune to large-scale politics or reformation movements.
He put his faith in Christ. When challenged by a British journalist about the deleterious effects of electronic culture, McLuhan responded that he had ‘no doubt at all
that Christus vincit. That is why a Christian cannot but be amused at the antics of
worldlings to ‘put us on.’’ The true Christian strategy, McLuhan believed, was ‘pragmatic and tentative.’
Pragmatic and tentative hardly seem the right adjectives for one of our era’s greatest provocateurs. But in light of his Catholicism, McLuhan’s pragmatism makes
sense. Mystics are attuned to the voice of the Holy Spirit coming in directly, and
they are the great demolishers of doctrine. Pragmatic does not mean practical, but
nonsystematic. Tentative does not mean weak, but provisional and willing to change
course under the influence of new revelations.

Fear of the global village
McLuhan did not want to live in the global village. The prospect frightened him. Print
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culture had produced rational man, in whom vision was the dominant sense. Print
man lived in a world that was secular rather than sacred, specialized rather than
holistic.
But when information travels at electronic speeds, the linear clarity of the print age
is replaced by a feeling of ‘all-at-onceness.’ Everything everywhere happens simultaneously. There is no clear order or sequence. This sudden collapse of space into a
single unified field ‘dethrones the visual sense.’ This is what the global village means:
we are all within reach of a single voice or the sound of tribal drums. For McLuhan,
this future held a profound risk of mass terror and sudden panic.
The current idea of a global village as a place of universal harmony and industrious
basket-weaving is a tourist’s fantasy. McLuhan gave in to the intoxication of this
hope for a few years in the early ’60s, and it is evident throughout Understanding
Media: The Extensions of Man, his most optimistic work. In that book, McLuhan sings
of the furthest reaches of electronic culture, when computer technology has replaced
language with instant nonverbal communication. He compares this mystical unification of humanity to the Christian Pentecost. But McLuhan soon realized that before
the Pentecost comes suffering and crucifixion, and while we are all waiting for the
Holy Ghost to descend, Jerusalem is likely to be scary as hell.

The medium is a message … from Satan
When McLuhan said that the medium is the message, he was trying to raise an
alarm. Big debates over the content of media – such as the controversies over sex
and violence on television – miss the point entirely, he argued, because the transformation of human life is carried on by the form of the medium rather than any
specific program transmitted by it. Protesting the programs carried by the media is
futile because the owners of the media are always happy to give the public exactly
what it wants. Standing in opposition to any sort of programming is not only a lonely
and isolating posture, it also serves to advance the popularity of the programming
protested.
Of course the content of a medium is important, but according to McLuhan the content is not the programming. (This sort of content, McLuhan wrote, ‘is like the juicy
piece of meat carried by the burglar to distract the watchdog of the mind.’) The real
content of any medium is the user of the medium. We are the content of our media.
Each medium delivers a new form of human being, whose qualities are suited to it.
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‘All media exist to invest our lives with artificial perception and arbitrary values,’
wrote McLuhan, pointing out that electronic culture is no more corrupt in this sense
than is print culture, or the preliterate culture of poetry, song, and myth. Language is
a type of technology, too, McLuhan noted, anticipating and rejecting the moralism of
modern-day Luddites.
From Samuel Butler’s Erewhon, McLuhan got the idea that human beings are the
sexual organs of the technological world. The user of any medium is its content, just
as the content of genetic code is the individual member of the species that manifests and transmits it. When he used his most oracular tone, McLuhan’s description
of man’s servitude to media was chilling.
‘Electromagnetic technology requires utter human docility and quiescence of meditation such as befits an organism that now wears its brain outside its skull and its
nerves outside its hide. Man must serve his electronic technology with the same
servo-mechanistic fidelity with which he served his coracle, his canoe, his typography, and all other extensions of his physical organs. But there is this difference, that
previous technologies were partial and fragmentary, and the electric is total and
inclusive…. No further acceleration is possible this side of the light barrier.’
McLuhan believed that the message of electronic media brought dangerous news for
humanity: it brought news of the end of humanity as it has known itself in the 3,000
years since the invention of the phonetic alphabet. The literate-mechanical interlude
between two great organic periods of culture is coming to an end as we watch and
as we listen.
Moralistic resistance is futile, according to McLuhan, and serves only to make things
worse. ‘On a moving highway, the vehicle that backs up is accelerating in relation to
the highway situation,’ he wrote. ‘Such would be the ironical status of the cultural
reactionary. When the trend is one way, his resistance insures a greater speed of
change.’
And yet McLuhan’s answer to the neo-Luddites presumed that in fact there is
something faster than the speed of electronic media: thinking. McLuhan urged us
to think ahead. ‘Control over change would seem to consist in moving not with it but
ahead of it. Anticipation gives the power to deflect and control force.’ By giving up
our resistance and allowing our minds to travel ahead of the coming changes,
McLuhan allowed some chance that we will rescue something of our humanity or
invent something better to replace it.
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Hot & Cool
Print is hot. Television is cool. Mechanical tools are hot. Hand-wrought tools and
software are cool. Hot media encourage passive consumption. Cool media encourage
active participation.
Sometimes.
Because McLuhan is a trickster and a holy fool, any attempt by ‘regularity chauvinists,’ as the hypermedia guru Ted Nelson calls them, to impose strict discipline on his
terminology will come to no good.
Usually McLuhan used hot to describe media that are rich in information and require
little participation on the part of the user. Radio is hot because the sound of the human voice is magnified and human speech is standardized and clarified, reducing the
amount of interpretation required to understand it. The recipient of the radio broadcast receives a rich information stream that passes through the ears to the brain.
In contrast, the television watcher is highly involved, because the low-resolution TV
monitor, with its mosaic screen, requires greater mental participation. TV encourages ironic commentary from viewers, who are constantly being challenged to pull
the picture together in their mind’s eye. Television produced the remote control and
channel surfing, which make this sort of participation obvious. Few listeners use
remote controls with radios, and channel surfing on the radio is associated only with
the most low-fi radio environment – the automobile.
Hot media deliver more information because they have taken a single sense, such
as sight, and magnified and abstracted it to a state of optimum efficiency. Printed
books are hotter than illuminated manuscripts because printed books are uniform
and repeatable; once a person has mastered the code and become an experienced
reader, there is nothing in the book to distract from the direct and rapid transfer of
data. In an illuminated manuscript, the text is presented in unique visual style which
the reader must attentively contemplate.
McLuhan saw the world cooling down after a hot interval. The twist was cooler than
the Charleston. Cool jazz replaced bebop. TV was cooler than radio, which was cooler
than print, but much hotter than the songs and dances of tribal culture.
McLuhan’s vocabulary is counterintuitive. A cool medium creates more participation,
but more involvement also means more passivity. Complaints that today’s young
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people have a short attention span are just acknowledgments of the increase in
participation associated with a general cooling down of the media.
A conversation is very cool. A lecture is much hotter. In a conversation there are
many repetitions, gaps, and delays, which the participants must filter, fill in, and interpret. A lecture has concentrated all the information in a steady flow, which can be
absorbed with less involvement.
In a cool medium, repetition is desirable. The fact that much of the money from
television dramas and comedies is earned from syndicated reruns, or that Broadway could support a successful play that exactly mimicked episodes from The Brady
Bunch, would have amused and satisfied McLuhan. In a cool culture, media are
mythic in form, and like myths, television programs are enhanced through repetition.
In our cool electronic culture, every message is repeated over and over, like spam in
your e-mail box. ‘One can stop anywhere after the first few sentences and have the
full message, if one is prepared to ‘dig’ it,’ wrote McLuhan, who was fond of repeating
a slogan he claimed to have gotten from IBM: ‘Information overload = pattern recognition.’
In academic language, this is metonymy: the part can stand in for the whole.
McLuhan believed that metonymy, which can be represented graphically as a
fractal design, or as a spiral, or as a web of concentric circles, is the natural mode
of electronic communication. Attempting to force linear, logical, coherent plots and
arguments into electronic dramas or discussions creates unintentional comedy.
McLuhan saw the preindustrial parts of the globe racing toward mechanization,
while we in the First World sailed blithely back into the tribal unconscious. In one of
his more technocratic visions, McLuhan imagined a central media-planning committee that could adjust the ratio of electronic and nonelectronic media, thus preventing
catastrophe. At most other times, he saw humankind blundering toward a dismal
future it didn’t know how to control.
Harmony or panic? Cool participation or hot violence? McLuhan permitted himself
both of these prophecies. ‘Among the people of the world,’ he wrote in 1964, ‘strange
new vortices of power will appear unexpectedly.’
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Like, what was he like?
McLuhan was a professor, and he smoked a pipe. Pipes were cool and involving –
participatory – while cigarettes were abstract, uniform, and hot. The fact that cigarettes are useful as currency but pipe tobacco is not would have provided plenty of
material for a McLuhan monolog, which would have continued as long as his listeners were willing to give him their ears.
McLuhan loved to talk. His natural medium was speech. He slept fitful hours, and
when he awakened with something on his mind – at any hour – he would call a
friend and start talking. Peter Drucker, who knew McLuhan in the 1940s when
Drucker was teaching at Bennington College, remembers opening the door one rainy
morning to find McLuhan standing soaked on his doorstep, ready for a chat.
Hugh Kenner, a fellow Canadian who was pushed into a PhD program at Yale
University by McLuhan and went on to become a brilliant scholar and essayist, knew
McLuhan well in the ’50s, and describes him as a fanatical talker who preferred to
spend no more than 20 minutes at any movie – just long enough to fuel an eveninglong lecture.
McLuhan knew how to keep a straight face. If he often laughed at his own jokes, it
may have been as much to signal baffled listeners that a joke had occurred as to
express spontaneous mirth – for when he wanted to ‘put on’ his audience, he could
do so without the trace of a smile.
Facts never bothered McLuhan, nor would he concede a point in argument. When
caught using an example that could be proven incorrect and confronted by a student
or colleague rude enough to heave this inconvenient detail into the works, McLuhan
would press ahead, speak up louder, interrupt, and race off on a new tangent. If an
opponent let slip a stray mispronunciation, McLuhan would be off on that.
John Wain, a British poet and a friend of McLuhan’s, described his method as ‘brainteeming criticism.’ Objections fell into the superdense texture of his conversation
like trivial meteoric debris into the substance of a star; if they mattered at all, it was
only as additional fuel.
Not that he had bad manners, exactly. In social exchanges he was gentlemanly, but
when the fire got burning, he refused to dampen it. Many of his intellectual friends
were close to him for a number of years and then seemed to grow exhausted by the
friendship. He had few fellow travelers over the long run.
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Drucker describes McLuhan as a monomaniac, but this is unfair to a man who absorbed thousands of books and was interested in anything and everything. He was
a polymaniac, and it was his mania that both buoyed him up and destroyed him.

I’ve never read McLuhan, but …
Why don’t we read Marshall McLuhan today? Although trained as a highly specialized bookman and supported by an academic sinecure, McLuhan did little to guarantee his influence as a writer and scholar. From his earliest career, he ignored his
peers. He wrote few books, and the ones he did write grew progressively more difficult. He did not train many graduate students who might have sustained his legacy.
McLuhan treated his teaching responsibilities casually, his publishing commitments
with utter disregard.
In a fascinatingly self-destructive manner, McLuhan signed his name to material he
never wrote. Even after death, this practice continues. The Global Village: Transformations in World Life and Media in the 21st Century, ‘co-written’ with Bruce Powers,
was published in 1989 by the Oxford University Press, nine years after McLuhan’s
death. There are few clues in the introduction as to how this feat of post-mortem
authorship was accomplished, but it appears that it was inspired by tapes of the
authors talking with each other and sharing incomplete attempts at creating a
manuscript. During his life, McLuhan published an unsuccessful newsletter, wrote
confusing letters to business executives, made absurd pronouncements on television, and took little care to protect his dignity or enhance his reputation.
And yet we all know his name and his slogans. McLuhan’s message has insinuated
itself into the oral culture of the electronic age, and no amount of academic criticism
or easy ridicule can remove it from circulation. McLuhan’s slogans circulate because
they are snappy but also because they have never been understood. Were they
neatly wrapped up in a systematic sociology of media, they would be absorbed, superseded, and forgotten. His slogans are like lines of poems, or phrases from songs
– capable of carrying powerful and ambiguous messages into new environments.
To some who venture from the slogans to the books, McLuhan will seem outdated,
especially in his hope for a human engagement with media that goes beyond technological idiocy and numb submission. McLuhan’s jokes and satirical put-ons were
challenges to understand where our media were leading us, and there is no clear
evidence that we have been able to respond to his challenge. It is comforting to
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think McLuhan is outdated, because it alleviates our shame at not living up to his
demands. His pleas for understanding and his warnings of doom are like the quaint
aphoristical exhortations and eschatological prophecies of the early church.
In the end, McLuhan’s success stems from this failure, which was a form of martyrdom. He spread himself across too many media, he scattered his pearls before
swine (‘perils before our swains,’ as it says in Finnegans Wake), and he chopped up
his promising scholarly career into hundreds of thousands of jokes, quips, bad puns,
inane television commentaries, and letters to the editor. Respectable folk turned up
their noses at his odor of sanctity, and the sage’s reputation slowly died. But today
McLuhan lives on, even composing books after his death, as electronic culture’s
immortal saint.
CHRONOLOGY
1911

Born July 21 in Edmonton, Alberta.

1930

Published first article, ‘Macaulay – What a Man!’ in the student newspaper at the

		

University of Manitoba.

1937

Converted to Catholicism.

1951

Published first book, The Mechanical Bride.

1953

Founded the magazine Explorations to publish work on the subjects of language

		

and media.

1955

Formed the company Idea Consultants to offer creative business advice to executives.

1962

Published The Gutenberg Galaxy.

1964

Published Understanding Media.

1966

Quoted in The New York Times: ‘I predict a return of hot sauces to American cuisine

		

With color TV, the entire sensory life will take on a whole new set of dimensions.’

1967

Published The Medium Is the Massage.

1967

Had brain tumor removed.

1967

Featured on the cover of Newsweek.

1968

Founded The Dew-Line newsletter to popularize his ideas with executives.

1970

Satirized in a cartoon in The New Yorker: ‘Ashley, are you sure it’s not too soon to

		

go around parties saying, ‘What ever happened to Marshall McLuhan?’’

1972

Co-authored book, Take Today, which sold only 4,000 copies.

1977

Appeared in Woody Allen’s movie Annie Hall.

1980

Died

1989

Publication of The Global Village, written with Bruce Powers.

1995

First e-mail interview, in Wired.
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